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Abstract 
We generalize a notion of Freudenthal by proving that each metric compactum X is the 
inverse limit under an irreducible polyhedral representation of an extendable inverse 
sequence of compact triangulated polyhedra. The extendability criterion means that when- 
ever X is a closed subspace of a metric compactum Y, then Y is the limit of an inverse 
sequence of polyhedra where all the bonding maps and triangulations are extensions of the 
one for X. 
We apply this to the theory of n-shape by using it to prove an addition theorem for 
n-fundamental (n-Fd) dimension. The theorem states that if a metric compactum Z is the 
union of two closed subspaces X,, X2 with X0 =X1 nX, and such that dim Z d n + 1, 
then n-Fd Z Q max{n-Fd X,, n-Fd X2, n-Fd X0 + 1). 
Keywords: Shape; n-shape; Dimension; n-fundamental dimension; n-invertible map; Ex- 
tendable inverse sequence; Irreducible polyhedral representation 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54C56; secondary 55MlO 
1. Introduction 
The theory of n-shape (n-sh) was introduced by Chigogidze in order to provide 
the correct medium for complement heorems in universal Menger compacta pk. 
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In fact, he proved that for compacta X, Y which are Z-embedded in p”+i, 
$‘+ ’ \X and $+l\ Y are homeomorphic if and only if n-sh X = n-sh Y. A good 
exposition of this work appears in [l]. 
The theory of shape for metrizable compacta [6] can be approached using 
inverse sequences of polyhedra, the so-called spectral approach. The mappings of 
inverse sequences needed in this method rely on (ordinary) homotopy commutativ- 
ity of certain diagrams. By analogy, for n-shape, the diagrams must commute up to 
a notion called n-homotopy. With these ideas, one develops a theory of n-shape 
parallel to that of shape and in such a manner that sh X= sh Y implies 
n-sh X= n-sh Y for all IZ, but not conversely. In particular, the concept of 
n-fundamental dimension (n-Fd) is defined analogously to that of fundamental 
dimension. 
In this paper a compacturn will always be a compact metrizable space and our 
polyhedra will be compact. We shall use ANR to designate absolute neighborhood 
retract. 
Our main result is that if a compactum 2 with dim Z Q n + 1 is the union of 
two closed subsets X and Y, then n-Fd Z Q max{n-Fd X, n-Fd Y, n-Fd(Xn Y> + 
1). The analogous result [7] for fundamental dimension is true without any 
dimensional requirements on Z. 
We use a strategy which involves writing our compacta as inverse limits of 
compact polyhedra with certain irreducible bonding maps similar to those in [3]. 
Although the latter was generalized in [5], for our needs it is however essential to 
have techniques which are stronger than those in either [3] or [$I, and to this end 
we develop a notion of extendable inverse sequences. In Section 2 we define the 
terms we require for canonical maps and follow this in Section 3 with a concept 
called a definitive system for a compacturn X. As will be seen, a definitive system 
determines an inverse sequence of polyhedra whose limit is X. But, additionally if 
X is contained in a compacturn Y, then there is also a definitive system for Y 
which in effect extends the one for X. Its induced inverse sequence will be an 
extension of the one for X. 
This machinery will be put to use in Section 4 in Lemma 4.21, which is a 
prelude to the main result, Theorem 4.22. It is in Lemma 4.20 that our require- 
ment that dim Z Q n + 1 first comes into play. 
2. Open covers, canonical maps 
This section will contain certain basic definitions and results about canonical 
maps. It is designed to facilitate our later development of extensions of inverse 
sequences. Although some definitions and statements apply to spaces in general, 
the aim is to obtain a theory for compact metrizable spaces. Hence we shall not 
generalize in all possible instances. 
Whenever K is a finite simplicial complex, then I K I will designate its polyhe- 
dron with the Whitehead (weak) topology. Hence I K I is always a compact 
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metrizable space. Let f : X + I K I be a map of a space X to I K I. Then a map 
g : X + I K 1 will be called a K-modification of f if whenever f(x) lies in a simplex 
u of K, then g(x) also lies in U. This is equivalent to saying that whenever f(x) 
lies in the interior int (T of a simplex u of K, then g(x) also lies in u. We call f 
K-irreducible if for each K-modification g of f, we have g(X) = 1 K I. Note that f 
is a K-modification of itself, so K-irreducible maps are always surjective. 
Let X be a metric compactum, % be a finite open cover of X, and K be the 
nerve of Z. Recall that a map f : X + I K I is called ‘2!-c-canonical if f- ‘MU, 
K)) c U for each U E ‘%, Z-barycenttic if f-i(st(U, K)) = II for each U E ?Z/, and 
&‘-normal if f is both %barycentric and K-irreducible. 
If K is a finite complex and f : X + I K I is a map, let Cov(f, K) denote the 
open cover of X, 
Cov(f, K) = {f-‘(st(u, K))I v a vertex of K}. 
When f is surjective, then the nerve of Cov(f, K) identifies with K via the 
vertex map, f-‘Mu, K)) * v. We may then treat f as a Cov(f, Kl-barycentric 
map. If additionally f is K-irreducible, then f is a Cov(f, K)-normal map. 
Definition 2.1. Let X be a closed subspace of a space Y and 5V be a finite 
collection of open subsets of Y each of which has nonvoid intersection with X. By 
7 I X we mean {I/n X I I/ E Y}. We shall say that 2/ is definitive with respect to X 
if for each two elements V, W E T, we have I’n X # W n X. 
Now let 7 be definitive with respect to X, K be the nerve of 571 X, and L be 
the nerve of y. Then there is a simplicial map of K to L induced by the vertex 
map VnX - V, and which we call the natural map. If this natural map is an 
isomorphism, then we say that K is naturally isomorphic to L. 
Suppose K is naturally isomorphic to L and that, in addition, A is a finite 
collection of open subsets of Y\X such that 7UA covers Y. Let N be the nerve 
of ?~‘UA?. Then we identify K with the subcomplex L of N in a canonical manner 
using the vertex map I/n X ++ V E Y’UA’. 
Whenever the open collections “t, A of Y satisfy the above conditions for a 
closed subspace X of Y, let us say that (W, -4) respects the subspace X of Y. We 
shall then treat the nerve K of 7 I X as a subcomplex of N in the manner 
indicated above. 
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a closed subspuce of a compact metric space Y and T, & be 
finite collections of open subsets of Y such that (7, A) respects X. Let K, N be the 
nerves of T I X and W.M respectively. Suppose f : X + I K I is a (V I X)-normal 
map. Then there is a (TU&)-canonical map F : Y -+ 1 N I such that F 1 X = f : X * 
I K I. 
Proof. For each V E “Ir, let ar, : X + [O, 11 denote the (V n X)-barycentric coordi- 
nate of f. Then of course (Y,(X) = 0 whenever x EX\V, and because f is 
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(V 1 X)-normal, and hence (7 1 X)-barycentric, then a,(x) > 0 whenever n E vn 
X. Extend (Ye to a map &, : Y + [0, l] in such a manner that p,(x) = 0 whenever 
x E Y\ V and pi,(x) > 0 whenever x E V. To see how to do this, let t : Y\ I/ u X + Z 
be equal zero on Y\ V and (Ye on X. Since Y\ I/ and X are closed sets upon each 
of which t is continuous, we have that t is a map. Apply the Urysohn lemma to get 
a map g : Y + Z which is an extension of t. There is also a map h : Y + Z which is 
zero on Y\ VU X and positive elsewhere. Then h + g : Y + R is a map which 
agrees with CY~ on X, is positive on V, and is zero outside V. To get & just take 
the infimum of h + g and the constant map 1. 
Now for each U e-4 select a map &, . Y + [O, 11 in such a manner that 
p,(x) = 0 if x E Y\ U and &,(x> > 0 if x E U. This yields a finite collection of 
maps, {&, : Y + [0, 11 IU E YU.4) such that for each x E Y there is at least one U 
such that &,(x) > 0. 
We define a map F: Y -+ I N I by setting the U-barycentric coordinate of F(y) 
equal to, 
MY) 
c VET”VnPV(Y) . 
This of course yields that F is a (CFU&)-canonical map since Pa is zero outside U. 
If x EX, then &,(x) = a,(x) and &(x) > 0 if and only if x E U E 77. In this 
case it is clear that C,,,.,&(x) = CVEy V (Y (n) = 1, so that the U-barycentric 
coordinate of F(x) is the same as the (U nX)-barycentric coordinate of f. Hence 
F[X=f:X+IKI, and our proof is complete. 0 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a closed subspace of a compact metric space Y and y, J be 
finite collections of open subsets of Y such that (y, A) respects X. Let K and N be 
the nerves of 7 I X and ?WA respectively. Suppose F: Y + I N I is a (ZW.H>- 
canonical map such that F I X:X -+ I K I is K-irreducible. Then there is a subcomplex 
N* ofNandamap G:Y+IN*I such that 
(a) KcN*, 
(b) G is (?WA)-canonical, 
(c) G is N *-irreducible, and 
(d) GIX=F(X:X+IKI. 
Proof. If F is N-irreducible, then let N * = N and G = F. If F is not N-irreduci- 
ble, then there is a principal simplex CT of N such that F I F-‘(aa): F-l(&r) + aa 
extends to a map F’ of F-‘(a) to aa. Let F, : Y + I N ( be equal F’ on F-l(o) and 
F elsewhere. Then F, is (7’UM)-canonical and F, maps Y into I Nil where Ni is 
the proper subcomplex N\(a) of N. The map F, is an N-modification of F. 
Hence the simplex u cannot be in K, for then F I X : X + I K I would not be 
K-irreducible. Thus Kc N,, and one sees that FII X= F 1 X: X+ I K I. Now re- 
place F by F,, N by N,, and repeat this process recursively until we have the 
desired result. 0 
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Note 2.4. According to the discussion at the beginning of this section, the map G 
of Lemma 2.3 is W-normal where w= {G-‘(st(V, N * >>I I/ a vertex of N * 1. If I/ is 
a vertex of K, then G-i&Cl/, iV*)) nX= G-%t(VnX, K))= VnX. So the 
cover ZV can be partitioned into two subsets, wy and W,, where W, precisely 
refines Zr, has nerve naturally isomorphic to that of y/, w=J X= M I X, and V’J 
precisely refines some (possibly proper) subcollection of &. 
Let us here state a basic fact from dimension theory. 
Lemma 2.5. Zf Y is a compact metric space, K is a finite complex, and f: Y + I K I is 
K-irreducible, then dim I K I< dim Y. 
3. Constructing extendable inverse sequences 
In this section we shall show how to construct extendable inverse sequences for 
a metric compacturn X. The ideas here are closely related to ones used in the 
proof of Proposition 2 of [8]. But in order to provide the extension property, we 
must carefully analyze Pasynkov’s construction and set out axioms which are at its 
foundation. First let us define the concept of an extendable inverse sequence. 
Definition 3.1. LA P = (P,, 7rT, i+l, fV), Q = <Qj, O,,i+,, kJ) be inverse sequences of 
finite polyhedra. We shall say that Q is an extension of P if for each i E F+& Pi is a 
subpolyhedron of Qi and O,,i+ 11 Pi+ 1 = TT~,~+ 1 : Pi+ 1 + Pi. Now let X = lim P. We 
shall say that P is extendable if whenever X is a closed subspace of a metrizable 
compacturn Y, then there is an extension Q of P such that lim Q = Y. 
Definition 3.2. Suppose we are given a metric compacturn X and a sequence P,, 
P 2,. . . of compact metric polyhedra such that for each i E N we have 
(1) a triangulation Ki of Pi with subdivision K# of K,; 
(2) a K,-irreducible map fi : X + Pi; 
(3) the cover Cov(f,+,, K,+l) refines Chv(fi, K#); 
(4) mesh Cov(f,, Ki) < l/2’; 
(5) a map 7ri,i+i : Pi+1 -+ Pi which is simplicial from Ki + 1 to K# and which is 
induced by a projection of cov(fi+,, K,+l> to Cotif,, K#); 
(6) if CT is a simplex of K” and 1 Q j Q i, then diam (rrj,Ja)) < l/2’. 
Then we shall say that these data determine a definitive system Y for X. Each 
such definitive system induces an inverse sequence P = (P,, T~,~+~, kJ> of compact 
polyhedra. 
Lemma 3.3. Each definitive system 9 for X satisfies the additional property, 
(7) for each i E kJ, rTTi i+, 0 fj+l is a K,+-modification of fi. 
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Proof. This lemma follows from (3), (5) and Lemma 3.4, which is next. 0 
Lemma 3.4. Suppose K, L are finite complexes, X is a metric compactum and 
f:X+IKI, g:X+JLl are maps so that Cov(g, L) refines Cov(f, K). Let 
y : Cov(g, L) -+ Cov( f, K) be a projection, say yg-%t(u, L)) = f-l(st(a(v), K)), v 
a vertex of L. Then the vertex map (Y is simplicial from L to K, inducing a map 
r : I LI + ( K 1 such that r 0 g is a K-modification off. 
Proof. If vi,..., vk are the vertices of a simplex of L, then 0 f=ist(vi, L) # @. 
Since g-%t(vi, L)) cf-‘(st(a(v,>, KN, then (I,. . . , a(vk) are the vertices of a 
simplex of K. Thus (Y is simplicial. 
Let x E X and u be the simplex of K such that f(x) lies in int (+. It will be 
sufficient to show that rr * g(x) E (+. Let wi, . . . , w, be the vertices of u. Then 
Wl,. * * 7 w, are the only vertices w of K such that x E f-‘(st(w, K)). The map g 
carries x into the interior of a simplex T of L with vertices say, vi,. . . , vk. Since 
x E g-‘(st(vi, L)), 1 Q i G k, then a(vi) must be an element of {w,, . . . , wk}. Hence 
the map r induced by the simplicial map (Y carries r and therefore g(x) into (T. 
This completes our proof. 0 
Lemma 3.5. Let P be an inverse sequence induced by a definitive system Yx for a 
met&able compactum X. Then for each i E N, (riJ 0 fjjj > i is a Cauchy sequence of 
maps of X into the complete space Pi. Defining gi = limj ,,(T~,~ 0 fi> : X + Pi, we get 
that g, = llT=“=,gi : X + fly= 1Pi is an embedding of X onto lim P. Furthermore, for 
each i, rii+logi+l = gi, and gi is a K,-modification of fi. 
Proof. Fix i and consider the sequence of maps ~i,j 0 fj : X + Pi, i > i. If x E X, 
then T~,~+, ’ fj+l(X) = Ti,j’ Tj,j+l 0 fj+l(x). BY(~), fj(x> and ~j,j+l~fi+~(x) lie in a 
simplex u of KY. Hence by (61, 
This shows that (rri,j 0 Qj, i is a Cauchy sequence of maps into the complete space 
Pi, and we denote its limit by gi : X + Pi. 
We are now going to show that 
(*> for each i E N, gi is a K,-modification of fi. 
BY (71, ri,i+ 1 o fi + 1 is a K”-modification of fi. Since by (11, K# is a subdivision of 
Ki, then one readily can check that ~~,~+i 0 fi+l is also a K,-modification of fi. 
Suppose j E N and we have shown that ri,i+j 0 fi+j is a K,-modification of fi. The 
inductive step is to show that ri,i+j+l 0 fi+j+l is a K,-modification of fi. 
Let x E X and (T be the simplex of Ki with fJx> E int u. Let 7 be the simplex 
of Ki+j with fi+j(x) E int 7. From (1) and (5) and the fact that ri,i+j 0 fi+j is a 
K,-modification of fi, it follows that T~,~+~(T) cu. On the other hand, an applica- 
tion of (7) again yields that ~~+~,~+~+i 0 fi+j+l(x) E T. Therefore, ~~,~+~+i 0 
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fi+j+lcx) =“i,i+j’ Ti+j,i+j+l 0 fi+j+l(x) E T~,~+~(T) CCT, which completes the induc- 
tive step. Now it is clear that gi(x) = limj>iri,j 0 fi(X> lies in g, SO indeed gi is a 
K,-modification of fi, and (*) is proved. 
The definition of the maps gi shows that ~i,i+lo gi+l = ri,i+ 10 
lim ~>i+~~~+~,~of[~~im~~i+~~i,i+lo~i+~,lafi~~iml~i+~~i,~ofi~1im~>i~i,~ofi~ 
gi. That is, 
(**)~i,i+logi+I=gi:X+Pi, iEP% 
The relation ( * * ) shows that the sequence (gi>~= 1 induces a map g : X -+ lim P. 
The map g is surjective. To see this, let y E lim P and i E N. From (2) we see 
that g, is surjective, SO there is x EX with g,(X) = yi. This shows that g(X) is 
dense in lim P, and compactness implies that g(X) = lim P. 
To show that g is injective, let x,y EX, x Z y. Using (41, choose i so that 
mesh(Cov(fi, Ki)) < $.I(x, y). Select vertices ox, uy E Ki with fi(X> E Z(ux, Ki) 
and fi(Y) E 3(~,, Ki). We claim that 3(~‘~, Ki) 17 &(uy, Ki) = @. For if not, then 
there are simplexes a,, uy of K, with u, E ax, u, E ay and SO that ax, uy have a 
common vertex u. As a consequence of (2), fi is surjective. This yields that 
f~%t(u,, Ki)) n fy%t(u, Ki)) f @, fl~‘(st(~,, Ki)) n ft~%t(u, Ki)) Z @, where 
x E fl~‘(St(U,, K,)>, y E fz~Yst(~,,, Ki)). Hence d(x, y) < 3 mesh(Cov(fi, Ki)) < d(x, 
y), a contradiction. Since gi is a K,-modification of fi, then g,(X) E z(ux, Ki), 
gi(y) E St(u,, Ki). Hence gi(x) z gi(y), and g is injective. 0 
Definition 3.6. Whenever P is an inverse sequence induced by a definitive system 
9X for a metrizable compactum X, then we shall refer to g, : X + lim P as the 
induced homeomorphism of yx. 
Theorem 3.7. Let X be a metric compactum, Px be a definitive system for X, and 
p=(pi> 5Tii+l, N) be the induced inverse sequence. Then P is extendable. In fact, ifX 
is a closed subspace of a metrizable compactum Y then there is a definitive system 
Py for Y whose induced inverse sequence Q = <Qi, 8i,i+l, N) is an extension of P 
where the induced homeomorphism g y : Y -+ lim Q has the property that g,l X : X -+ 
lim P is the same as g, : X + lim P. 
Proof. The construction of 9r is accomplished by induction. Let the data for S, 
be as in (l)-(6) of Definition 3.2. Expand Cov(f,, K,) to an open collection yl of 
Y with the nerve of yl naturally isomorphic to that of Cov(f,, K,) and, using (4) 
for S,, so that mesh yl < 1/2l. Let xl be a finite cover of Y\ U Vl by sets 
open in Y\X, with mesh Ml < l/2’. 
Apply Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 to get a (7, U&l)-canonical map g, : Y + 1 N,I such 
that g, is N,-irreducible, K, cNl, and g,l X= fl : X+ I K,I. Since g, is (V, U 
&l)-canonical, then mesh(Cov(g,, IV,)) < 1/2l. Take IV;’ to be a subdivision of IV1 
which extends the subdivision Kf of K,; name Q, = I iVll. 
This ends the first step of the construction. We shall next demonstrate the 
second step from which it will be clear how the general inductive step should be 
done. The reader will see from it how the desired extension is made. 
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Consider Cov(g,, NT); this open cover of Y is refined by Cov(f,, K,#) since Nf 
is an extension of Kf and g,l X=fi : X+ I K,I. Expand CJov(fi, Kf) to an open 
collection TI++ in Y so that FI’ refines Cov(g,, N,#) and the nerve of “t;” is 
canonically isomorphic to that of Cov(f,, KF). 
Now by (3) we have that Cov(f2, K,) refines Cov(f,, K,#). Expand Cov(f2, K,) 
to an open collection V; in Y so that the nerve of %‘z is canonically isomorphic 
to that of Cov(f2, K2), mesh yz < l/2’, and S$, refines yr’. From the latter, we 
see that yz also refines Cov(g,, N$ 
Let us denote by rrTT;,2 the projection of Cov(f2, KJ to Cov(f,, Kf) which 
induces vl,:! . * P2 + P,. Using the canonical isomorphisms indicated above, let y1,2 
be the projection of ?K2 to yi” which makes the next diagram commute: 
Cov(f,, K2) * Cov(f,, Kf) 
I_,et d2 be a finite cover of Y\ lJ V2 by sets open in Y\X, with mesh 
d2 < 1/22 and so that A2 refines Cov(g,, Nf). Hence the open cover V2 UJ2 of 
Y has mesh < 1/22 and it refines Cov(g,, Nf). 
Apply Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 to get a (7, UJ2)-canonical map g2 : Y + 1 N21 such 
that g, is N,-irreducible, K, cN2, and g21 X=f2 : X-t I K,i. Since g2 is (v2 U 
A2)-canonical, then mesh(Cov(g,, N,l> < 1/Z2. 
NOW C&g,, N2) refines y2 UM2 and thus also Cc&g,, NT). Further Ov, C 
Cc&g,, N2). Choose a projection of Cov(g,, N2) to Cc&g,, N1#) which is an 
extension of yi 2 (see the above diagram). This projection induces a simplicial map 
from N2 to ii# which in turn yields a map Or,, : I N21 = Q2 + Q, which is an 
extension of the map 7~r,~ : P2 + Pi. 
The remaining step is to extend the subdivision Kf of K, to a subdivision N2# 
of N2 so that for each simplex CT of N,#, diam(O,,,(a)) < 1/Z2. This is easy to do 
since by (6), it is already true for K,# and ~r,~. 
Using Lemma 3.5, one obtains an embedding g, : Y + rIT= ,Qi such that gx = 
g,l X: x + n;= 1 pi. In this manner we identify X with lim P and Y with lim Q 
and thereby the requirement hat P be extendable is satisfied. This completes our 
proof. q 
Theorem 3.8. Let X be a nonempty metrizable compactum. Then there exists a 
definitive system Px for X. 
Proof. Let X, CX be a singleton subspace. There is an inverse sequence PO 
consisting of points and constant maps with lim PO =X,,. Clearly the requirements 
(l)-(6) can be satisfied using this sequence to get a definitive system PO for X0 
whose induced inverse sequence is P,,. Now apply Theorem 3.7 to get the system 
yx. 0 
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Theorem 3.9. For every metrizable compactum X, there is an extendable inverse 
sequence P with lim P = X. Zf X is a closed subspace of a metrizable compactum x 
then there is an extendable inverse sequence Q with lim Q = Y and such that Q is an 
extension of P. 
When X is a metrizable compacturn and 9 is a definitive system for X, then 
the induced inverse sequence P = (P,, T~,;+~, N> and the maps gi : X+ Pi in 
Lemma 3.5 have certain additional properties. Let us first define the relevant 
terms. 
Definition 3.10. Let P = (P,, T~,~+~, N> be an inverse sequence and X a space. A 
sequence <g,>y= 1 of maps gi : X -+ Pi will be called a representation of X in P if 
the map g = l-IT= 1 g, : X + IIF= I Pi embeds X onto a dense subspace of lim P. We 
say that the representation is of dimension 6 n if dim Pi 6 n for all i. Call the 
representation (finitely) polyhedral if each Pi is a (compact) polyhedron and 
irreducible if in addition each g, is K,-irreducible for some triangulation Xi of Pi. 
We shall say that (gi)y=, is (finitely) simplicially irreducible if in addition to being 
(finitely) polyhedral, for each i there is a fixed triangulation Ki of Pi so that gi is 
K,-irreducible and rri,i + 1 carries Ki + 1 simplicially to some subdivision Kx of Ki 
(see [91). 
Theorem 3.11. Let 9 be a definitive system for a metrizable compactum X and 
p = Cpi9 Tj,i+l, N) be its induced inverse sequence. Then the sequence (g,)y= , of maps 
defined in Lemma 3.5 is a finitely simplicially irreducible representation of X in P, of 
dimension G dim X, the triangulations Ki and K# being those in Definition 3.2. 
This theorem shows how our notion of definitive system produces irreducible 
polyhedral expansions as in [3]. Our approach has the advantage of being 
“axiomatic” and it yields the property of extendability. 
4. Addition theorem 
Definition 4.1 [l]. Let n > 0. A map f : X+ Y between compact spaces is said to 
be n-invertible if for any map (Y: Z -+ Y of an arbitrary compact space Z of 
dimension at most n into Y, there exists a map p : Z +X from Z into X, such 
that f 0 p = (Y. (The notion of O-invertible map was first introduced in [4].) 
Definition 4.2 [l]. Let n & 0. Maps f,g : X + Y are said to be n-homotopic 
(notation: f =” g) if for any map h : I3 +X from an arbitrary compact space B of 
dimension at most n, into X, the compositions j7r and gh are homotopic in the 
usual sense. 
We shall use Mk to denote a fixed k-dimensional Menger compactum [2], and 
Q to designate the Hilbert cube. 
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Theorem 4.3 [2]. There is a k-invertible map fk : Mk + Q. 
Lemma 4.4 [ll. Maps fg : X + Y, where X, Y are compacta, are n-homotopic if and 
only if there exists a compact space B of dimension at most n and an n-invertible map 
h : B + X such that the compositions fh and gh are homotopic. 
An inverse sequence X = (Xi,pi,i+ 1, W is called an ANR-sequence if for each 
i E N, Xi is a compact ANR. 
We shall rely, for the definition of n-shape, on the approach given in [l]. It 
usually will be convenient to use the spectral definition given in 2.11 of that paper. 
Let us repeat Proposition 2.10 of [l]. 
Proposition 4.5. For two compact spaces X and Y the following conditions are 
equivalent : 
(1) n-sh X= n-sh Y, 
(2) there exist n-homotopically equivalent ANR-sequences associated with the 
compact spaces X and Y, 
(3) arbitrary ANR- sequences associated with the compact spaces X and Y are 
n-homotopically equivalent. 
Definition 4.6. For a compacturn X, the n-fundamental dimension of X, n-Fd X, 
is the minimum of dimensions dim Y of all compacta Y with n-sh Y > n-sh X. 
Theorem 4.7. Zf n-sh X > n-sh Y, then n-Fd X > n-Fd Y. 
Proof. If n-sh Z > n-sh X and n-sh X> n-sh Y, then n-sh Z > n-sh Y, thus n- 
Fd X = min{dim Z 1 n-sh Z & n-sh X} 2 min{dim Z I n-sh Z 2 n-sh Y} = n-Fd Y. 
0 
Corollary 4.8. Zf n-sh X = n-sh Y, then n-Fd X = n-Fd Y. 
Theorem 4.9. Let n-Fd X Q k and let Y = I K I be a polyhedron. Then for every map 
f:X+Y, thereexistsamapg:X + Y such that g =” f and g(X) c I K(“)l, 
Proof. Since n-Fd XG k, there exists a compact space Z with dim Z Q k such that 
n-sh Xg n-sh Z. Let X= (X,, ~t,t+~, IV), and 2 = (Z,, qt,t+l, IV), with dim Z, Q k, 
VI = 1, 2.. . , be ANR-sequences with X = &r X and Z = &r 2. 
Since n-sh X G n-sh Z, there exist two n-morphisms g = (a, (Y,>: X + 2 and 
P=(j3,Pk):Z+XsuchthatPo~-” id,. This means that for every 1 there exists 
m 2 c@(l), 1 such that PI 0 cxp(lj 0 pap(l),m = “pt,,. 
By Theorem 8 of [6] there is an 1 E N and a map ft : X, + Y such that ft 0 pt = f. 
Consider the map ft 0 p, : Zpcl, + Y. Since dim ZPcrj =G k, there exists a map 
I) : ZBcr, + I Kck)l c Y such that i 0 $2: ft 0 PI, where i : I KCk)l --) Y denotes the in- 
clusion map. 
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Let g = i 0 $ 0 ap(r) 0 Pap(l),m 0 Pm- Then g(X) c I Kck)l and g = fi 0 PI 0 (Y B(l) o 
Polp(0.m O Pm zn fr a P1.m OPm=frOP,‘f. q 
Definition 4.10. Let X and Y be compact spaces and f : X -+ Y a map. 
Wn(f) =min{k13g:X +Y such that g-“f and dim g(X)Gk}. 
Lemma 4.11. Let Y = I K I be a polyhedron and let f : X + Y be a map of compacta. 
Then w,(f) < k if and only if f is n-homotopic to a map g : X -+ I KCk)l. 
Proof. Let tan(f) Q k. Then there exists a map g : X-+ Y such that g =n f and 
dim&?(X) G k. Since dim g(X) <k, the inclusion map i: g(X) 9 Y is homotopic 
to a map i’:g(X)+IK’k’l. Let g=i’og^. Then g=i’o$=iOg=$=,nf, and 
g(X) c I @‘I. 
The converse follows from the definition of tin( f > G k. 0 
From Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.11 we have 
Corollary 4.12. Suppose that X is a compactum, n-Fd X < k and Y is a polyhedron. 
Then w,(f)<kforeverymapf:X+Y. 
Lemma 4.13. Let f,, : iI4,, + Q be an n-invertible map (see Theorem 4.3). Suppose 
that QzZ,zZ,z *a*, where Zi is compact for each i E N. Let Ai = fi’(Z,), 
ai=fnlAj:Ai+Zi, A= n;=“=, A,, X= n;=“=, Zi, and a!=f,lA:A+X. Thenfor 
each i, dim Ai d n and (Y~ is n-inuertible. Furthermore, dim A <n and (Y is 
n-invertible. 
Proof. The n-invertibility follows readily from the definition and the fact that A, 
Ai are full inverse images. The dimension property is true because dim M,, d n. 
0 
Lemma 4.14. Let f,, : M,, + Q, Zi, Ai, X, A, oi, (Y be as in Lemma 4.13. Let Y, Y,, 
be two ANR-sets such that QzYzZ, and YzY, and let cp:AXI+Y be a 
homotopy satisfying the following condition : 
(a) cp(a, 0) = o(a) and cp(a, 1) = ( kooXa>EYO foreachaEA,whereK:X+YO 
is a map. 
Then, there is a positive integer k, such that for any integer k’ > k,, there is a map 
h : z,, + Y, and a homotopy C$ : A,, X Z + Y such that 
(b) $IAxI=cp, 
Cc> $(a, 0) = a,,(a) and $(a, 1) = (A 0 o,,)(a) E Y, for each a EAT,. 
Proof. Using the fact that Y0 is an ANR, find a k” E N and a map A, : Zk,, + Y0 
suchthat A,IX=K:X+Y~.L~~X:A,~~X{O,~}UAXZ-+Y begivenby, 
ak”(a), (a, t) l Akn X {Oj, 
x(a, t> = cp(a, t>, (a, t) EA XI, 
h@k!(a), (a, t) EAk,!x {I}. 
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Since YE ANR, there exists a neighborhood U’ of Ak,, x 10, l} UA XI in 
Ak,, x I and a map i : U’ + Y which is an extension of X. Choose a neighborhood 
U” of A in A,. such that U” x I L U’. Then find a closed neighborhood V of X in 
Z,,, such that cr,‘(V) G U”. 
Let k, > k” be a positive integer such that AkO bait. Then if k’ 2 k,, 
choose $ = iI Ak, x I : A,, X I + Y, and let A = A,[ Z,, : Z,, + Ya. 
The reader may check that (b), (cl hold true for 6, 0 
Lemma 4.15. Let X = (X,, pl,l+l, N) be an ANR-sequence and X = J&IX. If 
~,(pt,t+~) Q k for each I= 1, 2,. . . , then n-Fd X< k. 
Proof. Let qt,J+l : x,,, -+x, be a map n-homotopic to ~t,,+~ such that 
dim qt,l+l(Xt+,) G k. It is clear that n-sh X= n-sh(@CX,, ~t,t+~, N)> = n- 
sh(J&W,, ql,l+ 1, W. 
Let Y,=qr,r+,(X,+,). We infer that &(X,, qr,r+l, N) =@(Yr, qr,r+Il yI+1, 
N) = Y. Since dim Y, Q k for each 1 = 1, 2,. . . , dim Y Q k. Thus n-Fd X < k. 0 
Theorem 4.16. Let X = (X,, P~,[+~, N) be an inverse sequence of polyhedra X, and let 
X = &I X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(a) n-Fd X< k, 
(b)w,(p,)dkforeveryl=1,2..., where p, : X + X, is the natural projection, 
(c) for every 1 = 1, 2.. . , there exists an 1, B 1 such that OJ,(~,,,,,) Q k, 
(d) for every I= 1, 2,..., there exists an I,> 1 such that for every 1’ > l,, 
w,j P~,~‘) Q k. 
Proof. Suppose that n-Fd Xg k. Then Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.11 imply 
o,,(t),) <k. 
Suppose that (b) is satisfied and assume without loss of generality that Xl C I”’ 
for every l=l, 2,... Let Y ~ZmlxI"Qx **- =Q be defined as the set of all 
points (yi, y2,. . . > such that ‘if j Q 1 then yI E X, and yj =Pj,r(y,) and if j 4 1, then 
uj E Imj is arbitrary. 
Let K, be a triangulation of X, and let Ytk) E Y, be the set of all points (yl, 
y2,. . .) with yI E 1 Kf“)( if j Q 1, and if j & 1, then yj = 0. It is easy to check that q 
and Ylk) E ANR, and similarly that dim Yjk) Q k. 
Let US observe that Yi 2 Yr+, and let it,,,, : Yi+i + Yr be the inclusion map for 
every 1 = 1, 2,. . . . It is clear that X= nT=,Y,. Let i, : X + Yr be the inclusion map 
for every 1 = 1, 2,. . . . 
Setting gr((yj)) =y, for every (yj) E q, f&x) = (yj) for every x EX~, where 
YIzx> Yj=Pj,k If x oreveryjgland yj=Oforeveryj>l,wegetmaps ft:Xt+Y, 
and g, : Yr +X, such that f = (id, ft) and g = (id, gr) are n-morphisms of the 
ANR-sequences (X,, P,,,+~, N) and (Y,, il,tfl, N). Moreover, f 0 g = id, and 
g 0 f = id,. 
Let x’ be the set of all sequences (yj) E q such that yj = 0 for each j > 1. Let 
us observe that Y/ is a strong deformation retract of Y! with the retraction 
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rl : Yr += Y/ given for every ( y,) E Yr, by the formula rI((yj)) = ($1, where YJ = yj for 
j < 1 and yj = 0 for i > 1. Note also that rl 0 i,(x) = ft 0 p,(x) for every x E X. Using 
that rl is a homotopy equivalence, it follows that i, = ft 0 pI. 
Since w,(pt) G k, there exists a map pi : X +X, such that p;(X) & I Kjk’l and 
PI En Pi. Hence i, = ft 0 pl --” fi 0 pi and f, 0 p;(X) c Yjk). 
Using an n-invertible map of M,, to Q, obtain an n-invertible map (Y : A +X, 
as in Lemma 4.13. Now fix 1. 
Since dim A G n, then i, 0 (Y = ft 0 pi 0 a. Let cp : A X Z + Y, be a homotopy such 
that ~(a, 0) = (it 0 aXa) and cp(a, 1) = ( fi 0 pi 0 o)(a) E YI(k) for every a E A. 
Let us apply Lemma 4.14 in the case where Y = Y, and Y, = Y)k), Z, = Y/+r, 
z, = yl+z,. . . . Let k, be as in that lemma and take 1, = k, + 1. So Lemma 4.14 
yields a map h : zko = Y[+& = Y), + Yjk) and a homotopy I) : A,” X Z + Yt such 
that I) 1 A X Z = cp, $(a, 0) = &!,$a> and $(a, 1) = A 0 (Yk,(a) E Yjk) for each a EAk,,. 
The map ok,: Ak,-j YI, is an n-invertible surjection, AkO iS Compact, and 
dim A,“<n. 
. . 
Since 11,/, . YI, + Y, is inclusion, one has that (i,,,,I 0 (Y&u) = (Yko(a) for every 
a E A,“. Hence I) is a homotopy between i,,,() 0 ffk, and A 0 ‘Ye,. By Lemma 4.4, 
ll,lo = “A. 
Now observe that p,,,$x,J = (gr 0 il,[” 0 f$x,J for every x1, E X, . 
(1, Then pt,t, = g, 0 it,/, 0 ft, --” g, 0 A 0 ft, and (gr 0 A 0 f$X$ c 1 K, I; so we have 
that w,(pt,tJ G k. This shows that (b) implies cc). 
For (c) implies (d), let I, be as in (c) and let 1’ > 1,. Choose a map f : XI, -+X, 
such that f zn pt,t, and dim f<Xt,> < k. Then per = pl,t, 0 pl,,tf G f 0 P,,,,~~. Clearly 
the image of the latter has dimension Q k. 
Suppose that (Xt, ~t,t+ ,, N) satisfies condition cd). Then there exists a sequence 
1, G/z< *.* of indices such that w,( pt,,t,+,) G k for every i = 1, 2, . . . . 
It is evident that X= @I(X,~, ~t,,~,+,, N). Therefore by Lemma 4.15, n-Fd X 
<k. •I 
Lemma 4.17 [7]. Let X be u polyhedron and let X,,, X, and X2 be subpolyhedra of X 
sachthutX,=X,nX,undX=X,UX,.ThenthesetX,~{-1}UX,~Z~X,x(1} 
is a strong deformation retract of X x I. 
Lemma 4.18. Let X = I K I and Y = I L I be polyhedra and M be a subcomplex of 
K (“I. Suppose f: X +YisumupsuchthutfIIMI:IMI-+ILIissimplicialonMtoL 
and such that w,,( f ) 6 k. Then there exists a PL map fI : X + Y and a PL homotopy 
cp : I KC”) I X Z + Y satisfying the conditions: 
(a> cp(n, 0) = f(x) for x E I K(“)I, 
(b) cp(x, 1) = f&z) for x E I K(“)I, 
Cc) dim cp(l M I x I) G dim I M I + 1, 
(d) dim fl(X) B k. 
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Proof. First choose a subdivision K, of K relative to M, and a simplicial 
approximation g : K, + L of the map f. Hence we have that g : I K,I + I L I = Y 
agrees with f on I A4 I. Using the standard “straight line” homotopy I) between f 
and g, one has that I&(X) =f(x> for all x EI A4 I. Hence dim $(IMI XI> = 
dim f(l M I) Q dim I M I. 
Since w,J~) Q k and g -f, then w,(g) G k. Hence there is a map fr : X --) ( L@)l 
c Y with dim fr(X> Q k and such that g =” fr and we may assume that fr is PL. 
It follows from Definition 4.2 that gll K’“‘I - fill @“)I : IK(“‘I --) Y. Choose a PL 
homotopy y : l K(“)l x Z + Y between these restrictions. 
Since A4 c I K(“)l, then dim -y(l A4 l x I) Q dim I M I + 1. Putting together the two 
homotopies $ and y while observing that M c Kc”), one obtains the homotopy cp 
satisfying (a)-(d). q 
Lemma 4.19. Let X = J&(2,, pkTk+ 1, N), each 2, compact, and let B, be a strong 
deformation retract of Z,, for every k = 1, 2, . . . . Suppose that Z,, B, E ANR, and 
P~,~+#?~+~) LB,, for every k = 1, 2,. . . . Then, 
n-sh X=n-sh(@(&, P~,~+~I Bk+l, N)). 
Lemma 4.20. Let K, L be finite simplicial complexes; K,, K, be subcompltzes of K 
with K = K, u K,; L,, L, be subcomplexes of L and K, = K, n K,, L, = L, n L,. 
Suppose dim K < n + 1. Let f ,g : I K,I + I L,I be maps which are n-homotopic and 
such that f admits an extension F : I K I + I L I with F(I KID c I L,l and F(I K21> c I &I. 
Then g admits an extension G : I K I + I L I with G(I K,I) c I L,I, G(I K21) C I L21 such 
that G =” F, GII K,I =n F II K,I as a map of I K,I to I L,I and G II K,I =” F II K21 as 
a map of I &I to I &I. 
Proof. The condition that f and g are n-homotopic ensures the existence of a 
homotopy ZZ3 : I Kg)1 x Z + I L,I such that H&x, 0) = f(x) and Z-Z&x, 1) = g(x), 
x E I Kr)J. Consider the closed subspace (I Kg)) x Z) u (I K,‘“)I x 10)) of I K$“‘I X Z 
and the map fiz : (I K&“)I x Z> u (1 K,‘“)I X (0)) + I L,I defined by ZZ3 on I K$“I x Z 
and by F on I K,‘“)I x (01. Since I L,I is a polyhedron, the homotopy extension 
theorem shows that there exists a map ZZ2 : I KY)\ x Z + I L,l such that EZ2 agrees 
with H, on I Kg)1 x Z and ZZ2(x, 0) = F(x) for x E I K$“)I. Using symmetry, one 
obtains an extension of ZZ, to a map ZZ,* : I Kc”)1 x Z + I L I such that ZZ,* carries 
I Kp)I x Z into 1 L,I and ZZ,*(x, 0) = F(x) for x E I K(“)l. 
Let H, : (I Kc”)1 x Z) u (1 K l x IO)) u (I K,J x (1)) + I L I be the map which coin- 
cides with Z!Z; on the first summand, F on the second, and with g on the third. 
Suppose u is an (n + l)-simplex of I K,( which does not lie in I K,I. Then the map 
H, is defined on (aa x Z) U (a X IO}) and carries this into I L,I. The homotopy 
extension theorem yields an extension to a map of (au XI) U (a X IO)) U (a X 11)) 
into I L,I. Similarly if u lies in K,\K,, then we obtain a map into I L,I. Hence, 
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applying this procedure simplex by simplex, one gets a map H : (I Kc”)1 x I> u (I K I 
x IO, 1)) - I L I which extends H, and preserves sides. Let G = H KI K I x (1)). 
Then G extends g in the prescribed manner. The n-homotopies are clear by the 
construction. 0 
Lemma 4.21. Let Z be a compactum of dimension at most n + 1 and X,, X, be 
closed subspaces of Z with Z = XI u X,. Let X0 = X, n X2. Tken there exist inuerse 
sequences (Zf, T&+~, N) (i = 0, 1, 2) and (Z,, ‘k,k+l, IV) such that for every k E N 
the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) Zk i.s a polyhedron of dimension at most n + 1 with subpolyhedra Zi, i = 0, 1, 
2, where Zk = Z: U Zi and Zi = Z: n 2:; 
(2) , rkk+ItiPL,andr~k+Iistherestrictionofrkk+,,i=0,1,2; 
(3) dim ‘kqk+i(Zi+i) Q n-Fd X,,; 
(4) w,(rf k+l) Q n-Fd X,, i = 1, 2. 
We furthhr have that, 
(5) n-sh Xi = n-sh(&(Zf, ri,k+l, RJ)), i = 0, 1, 2; 
(6) n-sh Z = n-sh(@(Z,, rk,k+l, N). 
Proof. Use Theorem 3.7 to obtain definitive systems YO, pi, Yz respectively for 
X0, Xi, X, in such a manner that the inverse sequences induced by Y1 and Yz 
extend the one induced by PO. If we let the induced inverse sequences from Yi be 
designated respectively (Zi, FL k+ ,, lV), then we may assume that ZL n Zi = Z,f. 
Further we may take Zk = Zi UZ: to be a polyhedron with Z:, Zt being 
subpolyhedra. Let ;k,k+i : Zk+i --) Z, be the union p; k+i U ;;k+i. Theorem 3.11 
shows that (1) is satisfied. Additionally, the space &(ik, pk,k+‘i, N.) is homeomor- 
phic to Z. 
We now may apply Theorem 4.16, passing to subsequences if necessary, to give 
US that ti,,t?,++i) Q n-Fd Z, w,($ k+i) <n-Fd Xi forall kENand i=O, 1,2.Fix 
k E N. Since o,(i” k,k+i) d n-Fd X0, there iS a map g : Zi+i + Zi such that 
g =” ?,$+i and dim g(Z” k+i) < n-Fd X0. We may assume that, in fact, g(Zi+,) is 
a subpolyhedron of Zj. 
Next, apply Lemma 4.20. Here f = p;,k + 1 and F = ?k k+ 1 : Zk+ i -+ Z,. The 
triangulations K for Z, + 1 and L for Zk are to be chosen so that K is the union of 
subcomplexes K,, K,; L is the union of subcomplexes L,, L,; Lo = L, f~ L, and 
K, = K, n K,; and I Kil = Zi,,, I Li I = ZL for i = 0, 1, 2. One may assume that 
g(Zz+,) is triangulated by a subcomplex of Lo. 
We get the extension G : Z,, , + Z, of g promised by that lemma. Use a 
simplicial approximation relative to L to replace G by a PL map rk,k+, : Z,, r + Z, 
which preserves sides. Define rLk+l to be rk k+llZ~+l:Z~+l +ZL, i=O, 1, 2. 
This achieves (2). Since the image of t-i,,+ 1 lies in that of g, we also have (3). 
Now~~,~+~^.GlZ~~+~=~FIZ~~+~=~~~+~.SinCew,(~~,,+,)~n-FdX~,then 
(4) and (5) are true. Also rk k + 1 = G =” F = Fk k + 1, and this yields (6). q 
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Theorem 4.22. Let Z be a compactum of dimension at most n + 1 and XI, X2 be 
closed subspaces of Z with Z = X, U X2. Let X0 = X, f7 X2. Then 
n-Fd Z < max( n-Fd X,, n-Fd X,, n-Fd X0 + 1). 
Proof. Since dim Z < n + 1, we have that n-Fd Z <n + 1. Hence if n-Fd X0 2 n, 
there is nothing to prove. Assume therefore that n-Fd X0 <n. Let us use the 
notation of Lemma 4.21. 
Consider the inverse sequence (V,, Tk,k+l, I% where V, = Z, x [ - 1, 11 and 
Tkk+l=rkk+l xid:Vk+r+l/k. Then n-sh Z=n-sh@(Vk, ykk+r, N)>. From 
Lemma 4.i7 we infer that the set VL = Z: X { - 1) U Zi X (l} U $ X [ - 1, l] is a 
strong deformation retract of V,. By Lemma 4.19 and the preceding we have that 
n-sh Z = n-sh(&r(VL, rk,k+l I Vi+l, N)). 
Let us denote by A, the subpolyhedron ri,k+l(Zf+l) of Zf. By (3) of Lemma 
4.21, dim A, & n-Fd X,, <n. We get an inverse sequence <U,, ~~,~+r, N), where 
U,=Z~X(-~)UZ~X(~]UA~X[-~, l]cVL and u~,~+~=T~,~+~IU~+~:U~+~~ 
u,. Then @(U,, Uk,k+I, N> = @(VL, ?k,k+I] vL+r, N), so n-sh(&&, Uk,k+r, 
RQ> = n-sh Z. 
To simplify notation, let Wi = Z: X ( - l], Wt = Zt X (l] and B, =A, X [ - 1, 
11. We can identify ~~,~+r] WL+I + WL with the PL map rL,k+r : Z:+l + Zl, i = 1, 
2. 
Fix k E N. We are going to show that there is a map Uk,k+r : uk+l + uk such 
that Uk,k+r =” Uk,k+l and dim Uk,k+@k+l) <d = max(n-Fd X,, n-Fd X,, 
n-Fd X0 + l}. Then we shall have n-sh Z = n-sh(@(U,, uk,k+l, bd)) and hence 
n-Fd Z d d as required. 
Triangulate U, , U, + 1 in such a manner that Wi+l, W:+l, Bk+* span subcom- 
plexes. Note that Bk+ 1 lies in the n-skeleton of such a triangulation, and we may 
assume without 1OSS of generality that Uk,k+r is simplicial on the subcomplexes 
spanning both Wi+ I and Wz+l. 
Now we shall apply Lemma 4.18 to the map f= Uk,k+rl Wi+l. Here take 
X= w,+1, Y = Wi and M to be the subcomplex which spans Wi+ 1 rl B, + 1 =A, + 1 
x (- 1). By (4) of Lemma 4.21, we have that w,(f) < n-Fd XI. So we get a map 
fi :Wkl+1 + Wi and a homotopy 4 = @ satisfying (a)-(d) of Lemma 4.18. Symmet- 
rically one obtains a map fi : Wt+l + Wt and a homotopy +* satisfying (a)-(d) of 
Lemma 4.18. 
Let us consider the subpolyhedron F = &4k+l X I- l] X 1) U +*(Ak+r x (I] 
x I> u A, x [ - 1, 11 of U,. Then dim F B dim Ak+l + 1~ n-Fd X0 + 1 because of 
(c) of Lemma 4.18. Using the homotopy extension property on Bk+l, starting with 
the partial homotopy 4’ U c$* already defined on Ak+ 1 X ( - 1, l] X Z CZ?,,, X Z as 
a map into F, obtain a homotopy G : Bk+l x Z + F extending 4’ U 4*, and let 
g=G,:B,+,-+F. 
The map g agrees with 4: on A,, 1 x (- l}, and the latter equals fI there. We 
have a similar arrangement for g, 4:, f2 on Ak+r X (l]. We thus get a map 
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vk,k+l =fl”fiu~:Uk+l --+ U, whose image has dimension < d. The homotopy 
@ u 4* u G is defined on the entire n-skeleton of the chosen triangulation of 
u k + 1 and agrees with Uk,k + 1 at the O-level there. Hence uk k+, -* vk k+l, and our 
proof is complete. 0 
Example 4.23. Let X be the metric compacturn obtained by attaching two 
(n + H-dimensional spheres Snfl to Sn-‘, i.e., X=A U B, where A = B = Sn+’ 
and AnB=S”-‘. Then n-Fd X=n. 
At first we will prove that the n-homology group with Z-coefficients of X is not 
trivial. Write the Mayer-Vietoris sequence for X. 
... ~H,(A)~H,(B)-,H,(X)-,H,_,(AnB)~H,_,(A)~H,_,(B)~... 
+ If”(S”f’ )eH,(s”+‘)~H,(x)~H,_*(s”-‘)-,H,_,(s”-’)~H,_,(s”-‘)~ “’ 
+O+H,(X)-+E-+O+ “’ 
Thus H,(X) = Z. 
Now we will prove that n-Fd X = it. By Theorem 4.22 
n-Fd X Q max{ n-Fd A, n-Fd B, n-Fd( A n B) + 1) 
= max(0, 0, n-Fd S”-’ + I} 
= max{O, 0, IZ - 1 + 1) = IZ. 
Now n-Fd X> )2 - 1. For suppose that n-Fd X < IZ - 1. Then there exists a 
compact space 2 of dim Z < II - 1 such that n-sh X Q n-sh Z. This means that 
there exist two n-morphisms g = (a, (u,): Z +X and p = (/3, Pk): X+ Z such 
that g 0 p =n 5, which implies that for all k there ex%s m 2 p 0 a(k), k such 
that ak ‘-,&) aid, =” id,. Hence (Ye 0 PrrCkj =n id,. Let y : S” +X be a map that 
is not homotopic to a constant map; such a map exists because H,(Y) = H,(X). In 
particular we have that (Ye 0 PnCkj 0 y = y. Then LYE * 0 Pack) * 0 y* = y* : H,(Y) + 
H,(X). But H,(Z) is trivial and therefore CY~ * is a trivial homomorphism. Hence 
y * is a trivial homomorphism. We get a contradiction. Then n-Fd X > n - 1. Thus 
n-Fd X= IZ. 
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